Here in the United States, and in many foreign countries, all golf balls made by Acushnet carry the Acushnet name. They are all* sold through Pro Shops only and always will be.

*In order to cooperate with the government in furnishing golf balls for rehabilitation centers, we have accepted orders from the U.S. Army upon their written assurance that these balls would be shipped abroad for free distribution to veterans and not be resold. We insisted on this provision before we agreed to cooperate.
Town with unique golf enthusiasm is Oroville, Cal., where two anonymous business men, through local Chamber of Commerce, offer 67 acres and free bulldozing to the community without charge if it will be used as a muny GC. . . . Rapidly nearing completion is the Riviera CC, Miami. Pro Leonard Ott is already giving lessons and says club lockerroom is about completed. . . . Dick Branham, mgr. Miami Shores CC, blasted the idea of a slack season this winter in Greater Miami. After checking records of play for December, Branham finds an increase of 33 1/3% over the same month in 1945. A count of autos in club parking lot reveals 60% from out of state. . . . Emphasizing his findings, is Pro Walter Scheiber of renovated Miami Muny nine and Gene Tift, gkpr. at Bayshore who discloses Christmas Day as the largest in the course's history.

Fifty candles blazed at Yahnundasis GC, Utica, NY., last month when the club celebrated its golden anniversary. Symbolic of the strides made in this country in the game is the progress of Yahnundasis. In 1897 its new clubhouse cost $725.54. The present one, and a beauty, was erected for $135,000 in 1924. . . . Old timers at the club recall playing at the first course with gutta percha balls. It was common belief that the colder the balls were, the further they could be driven, so erstwhile members toled them about the nine in buckets of cracked ice. Those who played then claim that while the equipment of the game has changed considerably since 1897, the 15 fundamental rules in force at that time are still in use without much change today.

Golf architect James G. Harrison, Pittsburgh, is busy laying out additional nines for the North Fork CC, Johnstown, Pa., and the Leeland GC, Sharon, Pa. . . . Perfect weather last December marked the opening of the Mount Dora, Fla. GC, where Pro Stanley Kuznick is in possession of a newly erected pro shop. Unusual point about the club is that it was constructed without the issuance of a bond or the borrowing of a penny . . . Entire cost contributed by public spirited townsmen and women. . . . Plans are rolling in McGregor, Ia. for the organization of a Daily Fee 9. Original golf course land has been repurchased and will be reconstructed.

It's a girl at the Sherwood Arlington Moore's of Lake Mohawk GC, Sparta, N.J. Her name is Sherry Ann Moore, born Nov. 8, 1946, and she weighed-in at eight pounds, 10 ounces. Sherwood, sec'y of the N.J. GSA, is a graduate of the Stockbridge School of Agri. at Mass. State College where he majored in turf mgmt. . . . Along with Cliff Roberts, with whom he is associated in the famous Augusta National course in Augusta, Ga., Bobby Jones is completing a Pan American Clipper tour of Latin America. Jones visited Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil, returning to Miami Feb. 3. It's just 30 years since Bobby won the Southern amateur as a boy prodigy back in 1917.

Danny Kaye, picture and radio star and real golf nut, recently got audience at Chi-
Golfers go for smooth putting greens — Royer Compost Shredder Mixers produce just-right compost that assures rich, healthy grass growth and at lower cost. One or two shovellers turn out all the compost you need — machine does all the work. It shreds, mixes chemicals and fertilizers, removes equipment-damaging sticks and stones, discharges direct to pile, wheelbarrow, or truck. Greens thrive on the finished product. Send for bulletin 46.

A Royer Model "K" turns out 3 to 6 cu. yds. of compost per hr. for Sugar Creek Golf Club, Ohio.

A NEW ENGLAND SERVICE FOR NEW ENGLAND COURSES

Improvements? Replacements?
Let Clapper quote you on your needs. For 25 years we have made it our business to "have what it takes" to help keep New England's golf courses in top condition.
A record of proven performance stands behind each item in the Clapper stock of equipment and supplies.
Toro Power and Gang Mowers • Milorganite Fertilizer • Buckner Sprinklers • Jari Power Scythe • Chemicals • Sprayers Supplies • Fertilizers • Tools • Grass Seeds • Repairs for Toro Equipment

THE Clapper CO.
(Formerly New England Toro Co.)
1121 Washington St.
BIGelow 7900
WEST NEWTON 65, MASS.

Garden City, Kansas CC plans 12 to 15 thousand dollar expansion of club building to begin as soon as materials are available and hopes to have it largely completed by next winter. . . . Fire originating in fireplace chimney Christmas Day completely destroyed Scotts Bluff CC house, Gering, Nebr. Losses are estimated at $35,000. . . .

The Munie GC of Springfield, Mo., designed by architect Perry Maxwell, reported 3/4 completed. City Park Board busy planting Chinese elms and willow trees recommended by Maxwell.

Don't worry about Harold (Jug) McSpaden not being high in the prize money of late months. . . Jug snapped out of two worse slumps previously to be better than Chicago theater singing an ad-libbed plug for Wilson clubs after replacing set that had been stolen from him . . . Jimmy Thomas, supt., Farmington (Va.) CC since return from service with 711th Railway Operating battalion in Persia was guest of Capt. J. T. Cull, Brighton, Eng., at Teheran's Royal Persian club . . . No grass on fairways . . . Greens are screened rock chat . . . Thomas says it was a highly enjoyable game because Capt. Hull is a grand guy and Jimmy finally has seen a course where greenkeeping was a cinch.
Here is championship turf... tight, dense, uniform fairways of Colonial Bent and some Blue Grass... that made this course outstanding for the 1946 National Open Tournament. All fairways, as well as greens and tees, have been consistently fertilized with MILORGANITE at recommended rates.

Canterbury Golf Club has averaged 37 tons of MILORGANITE per year for the past 18 years... a typical example of a sound fertilizing program, producing turf that speaks for itself.

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

Pros and amateurs taking a preview of the scene of this year’s National Amateur at Pebble Beach during Crosby’s tournament forecast headaches for the amateurs who lose control of their shots... As long as there’s a memory of the Goodman victory over Jones in the first round of a National amateur played at Pebble Beach there’ll be no favorite on this course.

French Lick Springs, Ind., will revive its Midwest amateur with a 54-hole event March 28-30... Ben Roman is new pro at Ardsley CC (N.Y. Met district)... Jimmy Walkup is new pro at Midlothian CC (Chicago district)... Fred Proctor, golf writer for Chicago Herald-American until illness forced his retirement several years ago, is in Little Company of Mary hospital, Evergreen Park, Ill.... Proctor, one of the sweetest, squarest fellows ever on a golf course, and his wife have had long sieges of sickness.
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Designed for efficient, economical and versatile operation.

The modern, sturdy, easy to handle IRON AGE Estate Sprayer provides:

- Protection for shrubbery, bushes, lawns, greens.
- Complete coverage to areas usually inaccessible.
- A spraying unit for whitewashing barns, disinfectant work and similar jobs.

Spray Pump—4 gallon per minute capacity at pressures up to 350 pounds maximum. Many other sizes and types of sprayers available with pumps up to 50 gallons per minute capacity.

Write TODAY for complete information.

SPRAYERS • DUSTERS • PLANTERS
TRANSPLANTERS • DIGGERS • WEEDEES
CONVEYORS • JUICE PRESSES • SPECIAL MACHINERY

A. B. FARQUHAR COMPANY
3431 Duke Street, York, Pennsylvania

Golf is going in Finland again... Helsingfors has a good course... Among better women players at the Helsingfors club is a daughter of Jan Sibelius, the noted composer... British golf writers say British amateur golf is retarded by refusal of pros to approve a schedule of open events giving British amateurs the same tutoring and seasoning American amateurs get playing in competitions with pros.

The bag cart is to be introduced into Britain... Caddie fees are so high in England and Scotland it's expected the bag cart will become popular quickly... Cmdr. R. C. T. Roe, sec., British PGA, has released figures showing that Bobby Locke of South Africa led British pros in 1946 with a scoring average of 73 for 40 competitive rounds... Prize money for the year was equivalent of $97,092.

Tommy Armour plans to play in the British Open and in other tournaments and exhibition matches overseas this year... Cmdr. Roe in Golf Monthly points out that caddies in England and Scotland get from about twice to 8 times what some experienced British pros get as lesson fees... Oxhey GC, north of London, where the late Ted Ray was pro for 28 years, has been sold for use as a housing site.

Southern California golfers are mutter-
WEEDLESS FAIRWAYS
This Labor-Saving Way!

WEEDANOL
The Low-Cost, SURE Way to WEED ERADICATION

When planning your fairway weed control program, choose the 2, 4-D weed killer that gives you BEST RESULTS for your money... WEEDANOL. Available in several highly effective forms, WEEDANOL "sticks 'til it kills." It's quick to prepare and spray, thorough and positive in its action. Kills the weeds but not the grass. REMEMBER... when you buy a fairway weed killer, specify WEEDANOL, the 2, 4-D killer that doesn't miss!

Manufactured by
ASSOCIATED CHEMISTS, INC.
NORTH COLLINS, NEW YORK
Sole Canadian Representatives:
J. B. & D. Co., Weston, Toronto, Ontario

ing about two of their sharpshooting amateurs making golf their visible means of support in the manner of the gambling pool-hall hustler... British pros would like to have the Ryder cup matches held here next fall... Their idea is that after the matches they could play in winter circuit events and pick up some extra money plus experience.

Ray Hill, former Texas amateur, now pro at Shreveport (La.) CC... McGregor, Ia., to revive its 9-hole club... Golf writers of several cities commenting on the fuss among the tournament players suggest that an improvement in manners of some tournament players would effect most of the reforms desired.

James Gilmore Harrison, Pittsburgh course architect, arrived in Johnstown, Pa., in early December to begin an additional 9 holes for the city's North Fork CC. Clearing, grading and filling will proceed until weather halts it. New 9 will occupy 60 or 100 acres recently acquired adjoining club's original 80 acres. All three of Johnstown's golf courses have been heavily taxed and the additional 9 is regarded as a definite community need... Harrison is also laying out 9 holes for the Leeland GC, for owner George Lee, at Sharon, Pa.

New mgr. Inverness CC, Toledo, is Russel Yetter. Yetter comes from Algonquin
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DOLGE WEED-KILLER

Does a swift, efficient job where NO VEGETATION WHATEVER is desired. This Dolge-developed preparation kills weed tops, then penetrates to the roots, destroying the plants completely. It sterilizes the soil and prevents seeds from sprouting.

An hour's sprinkling with DOLGE WEED-KILLER equals six hours of weeding by old-fashioned, unsatisfactory methods. Do the job once and do it RIGHT at a terrific saving of money.

E. W. T. Selective WEED-KILLER

Acts on weeds but is not injurious to most grasses, nor does it sterilize most soils. One cupful to eight gallons of water is the usual solution for ridding turf areas of dandelions, plantains and other hardy weeds.

Non-poisonous to humans and domestic animals... will not corrode metal sprinkling and spraying equipment. Use freely on roadsides to control poison ivy. Use for ragweed control.

Write for complete literature, with full directions for applying these tested Dolge products.

The C. B. DOLGE CO.
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT.
Keeping fairways and greens neat and trim is a difficult job that can be made easier when mowing equipment is kept smooth-running and sharp. A Peerless Sharpener in your workshop helps simplify the task of keeping your course in top playing condition and saves mowing time and labor as well.

The Peerless, a product of one of the oldest grinder manufacturers in the United States, has been the popular choice since 1909. Precision-built by experienced machinery manufacturers, the Peerless is a lawn mower grinder using a fast cutting grinding wheel . . . puts a keen cutting edge on any type of mowing equipment . . . pays for itself by reducing course maintenance costs to a minimum.

Complete information is available without obligation . . . write today.

---

Hotel. Weinstein plans to make the 100 acre course semi-public with links open to members and city visitors. Club reopened Jan. 1. . . . After 24 years and 2 months with the Oakwood CC, Cleveland, Ohio, Chris Bain has retired as Greenkeeper, and with winter winds at his back is heading for Florida and fun.

What promises to be one of the South’s fastest courses is rapidly moving to completion in Bunkie, La. The Avoyelles CC, first in the Parish, plans to purchase a Red Cross building or officers’ quarters from a nearby army camp to be used as a clubhouse . . . Richmond GC, Richmond, Calif., has warned members that under state laws no minor under age of 18 can be legally employed on the course without a work permit . . . . The club held its Richmond Open January 16-19.

One of golf’s oldtimers died Christmas day after a long illness. Charles H. Michael, greenkeeper in Buffalo and Rochester, N.Y. for 45 years. Charlie had been at the Rochester CC for the past two years and had previously served at Brook-Lea CC near Rochester, the Park Club in Buffalo, and the Buffalo CC . . . . Down Florida way, Charles Rohrbach has returned as manager of Martin County G&CC after two years at Melbourne.
"CHAMPION"
GOLF BALL WASHER

Pat. Pending

THE "CHAMPION"
WITH THE PERFECT SWING

The golf ball is propelled back and forth between two
genuine palmetto brushes and travels semi-circular three
times the distance of the handle. Each time the ball re-
turns to the starting position it partially revolves thereby
insuring a quick cleaning never before produced in a golf
ball washer.

EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL

The "Champion" is the only washer with an easy adjust-
ment of the brushes. Quickly and handily brought to-
gether, resulting in thorough and complete wear. It is
impossible to lose a ball in the washer regardless of the
wear of the brushes. No nasty splashing. No obnoxious
odors. Plug for draining on bottom.

GUARANTEED LONG LIFE

The ratchet gears attached to the handle and cage are
strong and sturdily constructed. The "Champion" is
made entirely of aluminum and brass. Absolutely rust
proof and guaranteed for years.

TESTED FOR DURABILITY

The practical design and durably constructed parts as-
sure the "Champion" of the roughest abuse. Long and
severe tests have proven it to be the last word for par-
ticular and up-to-date golf courses. Positively will not
mark the new ball.

"SWING TO THE CHAMPION"

Order one or two of these perfect Champions and com-
pare it to the non-adjustable and complicated features
of all other golf ball washers. Eventually you will equip
your entire course with Champions.

Sold exclusively by Golf Equipment Dealers

Manufactured by

CHAMPION GOLF EQUIPMENT COMPANY
3400 W. Armitage Ave., Chicago 47, III.

Excitement was injected into Savannah,
Ga., GC's afternoon tournament recently,
when Vivian Myers, veteran club member,
sunk his tee shot on No. 11; his second ace
on the club course. . . . In Federal Court,
Victor John Brook, former pro at Winter
Haven GC, lost his fight to regain the job
he held before entering the armed services.
In its decision the court ruled that Brook
had been an independent contractor or con-
cessionaire, rather than an employee, and
so was not subject to the GI Bill of Rights.
. . . New teaching pro at Orange Brook GC,
Hollywood, Fla., is Jimmy Dale, pro last
summer at Waumbek CC, Jefferson, N.H.
Dale is daddy of the International Women's
Four Ball golf tournament sponsored by
the Hollywood Jaycees, and predicts it will
become second only to the National
Women's Open. This winter's tournament
will be held at Orange Brook, Feb. 20-23.
Some Canadian stars are planning to enter,
along with Louise Suggs, Dot Kirby, Jean
Hopkins, Polly Riley, Laddie Irwin and
Babe Didriksson Zaharias.

The Airport GC, Cheyenne, Wyo., is
pointing up its drive to enlarge from nine
to 18 holes. . . . The 300 members of
Summit Hills CC, Covington, Ky., who have
been operating the club on a lease with
option to purchase since Jan. 1, 1945, have
voted to purchase the place for $150,000

Davis' Grass Seed

As though by the touch of a magic wand or
the enchanted words of a genie from Aladdins'
world, your golf greens and fairways will be
unsurpassed in verdant beauty.

Davis' Grass Seed is the formula for this
amazing carpet-like charm. Give your course
the magic benefit of "show turf." Write today
for new catalog which will be off the press
soon — describing supplies and equipment you
will need for general maintenance.

George A. Davis Inc.
5440 Northwest Highway, Chicago 30, Ill.